
Headless Chickens IIIPaul Scerri, Johan Ydr�en, Tobias Wiren, Mikael L�onneberg and Pelle NilssonInstitute for Computer Science, Link�opings Universitet1 IntroductionThe development of the Headless Chickens III emphasized a high level teamspeci�cation environment, called the Strategy Editor, that was intended for useby endusers, rather than computer programmers[2]. Using the strategy editorconsisted of placing players on a image of the ground and indicating the direc-tion(s) the player should kick and/or dribble when they get the ball. Di�erentplayer formations and passing/dribbling patterns could be speci�ed for di�erentgame situations. The designer could also specify the style of play for each of theplayers, e.g. defensive or inclined to shoot or dribble.The Strategy Editor proved to be an e�ective tool primarily because a \playertemplate" could be loaded into the editor. The template speci�ed the di�erentmodes of play the players knew about, the di�erent styles of play the player couldplay and the di�erent actions the player could take. The mechanism allowedparallel development of the low level aspects of the players behavior (developedby agent experts) and high level strategies (developed by domain experts).Speci�cations made with the Strategy Editor were \compiled" into separatebehavior based agents. The core of the behavior based agents runtime enginehad been previously developed for earlier versions of the Headless Chickens[1].The Headless Chickens III �nished equal 5th in the 1999 World Cup compe-tition. They were involved in some of the more exciting games of the competitionincluding the �rst ever World Cup overtime game which HCIII eventually wontwo to one. However HCIII were clearly inferior to the best teams losing seven-teen nil to CMUnited99 and eleven nil to MagmaFreiburg.2 Team DevelopmentTeam Leader: Paul ScerriTeam Members:Paul Scerri{ Link�opings Universitet{ Sweden{ Graduate Student{ Attended CompetitionJohan Y'dren{ Link�opings Universitet{ Sweden



{ Masters Student{ Attended CompetitionTobias Wiren, Mikael L�onneberg and Pelle Nilsson{ Link�opings Universitet{ Sweden{ Undergraduate Students{ Attended CompetitionWeb page http://www.ida.liu.se/~pausc/RC99/main.html3 World ModelThe agent architecture is split into two layers, one for skills and one for strategies.Although there is some basic information processing that is used at both layers,e.g. calculating the velocity of the ball, the way world information is presentedto the di�erent layers is quite di�erent.The skills layer uses world information almost directly from the sensors. Somelow level calculations are done to ensure the players view of the world remainsreasonably accurate between sensing cycles and after acting cycles. There is somevery simple reasoning done so that objects that have been seen previously butare no longer in view are maintained in memory unless the player is looking atwhere the object was last seen.The strategy layer uses world information only as abstracted fuzzy predi-cates. A separate Java class is associated with each fuzzy predicate. The classuses sensor information to assign a value between one and one hundred to pred-icates such as the ball is close or defensive position. The higher the value of thepredicate the more the predicate seems to be true. Some of the predicates, forexample near ball, have some \memory" so that the value of the predicate is stillreasonable when sensor values are unable to determine its value, e.g. when theball can be no longer seen the predicate near ball retains it's previous value.4 CommunicationThe HCIII do not use communication between agents. It was not found to benecessary either from an individual player perspective or from a team perspec-tive.The reactive nature of the agents, i.e. a behavior based architecture, is wellsuited to having limited local information, hence there is little need for inter-agent communication about object locations.From a coordination point of view it is the responsibility of the team designerat design time to ensure that players will be in appropriate positions at particularstages of a game to ensure that team behavior \emerges". The \emergent" teambehavior does not require communication. The team designer also speci�es thepreferred directions for players to pass and dribble so communication is notrequired for that either.



5 SkillsThe skills of HCIII are relatively simple. Every cycle one skill is called, perhapswith some parameters, and gets the chance to execute one action. A ag is passedto the skill indicating whether or not it was the skill that executed the previousaction but it has no guarantees that it will get to execute the next action. Nietherdoes the skill have any idea of the higher goal that the skill is part of achieving.The algorithm for intercepting the ball looks for the closest position wherethe player can meet the ball. A loop calculates the expected position of the ballfor subsequent cycles and for each cycle checks whether the player can reach thatposition within that time. There are special cases for when the ball is comingdirectly at the player or moving very slowly.Because a skill can only execute one action at a time the dribble is also verysimple. The agents action depends only on the position of the ball and the pointthat the agent should dribble to. The kick parameters are calculated by �rstworking out where the agent wants the ball to be in two cycles then working outthe power and direction to get the ball there.The goalie is a special agent that attempts to maintain a position a certaindistance along a line between the center of the goal and the ball. Any time theball comes into the penalty box the goalie chases the ball. Once he has the ballhe will wait (spinning around to watch as much of the �eld as possible) until�nding a good player to pass to. If no good passing option is found within sometime the ball is kicked hard towards the sideline.6 StrategyThe strategy of the HCIII can vary greatly from game to game. The strategyof the team is de�ned in two parts, using two di�erent graphical developmentsystems, the individual strategy editor and the team strategy editor.The individual strategy editor, as the name suggests, de�nes the strategies ofa single player. In e�ect it de�nes a template of a player which will be instantiatedfor a particular team strategy. At a high level of abstraction the individualstrategy determines the di�erent \modes" of play that the player will reactto. Example modes are Before kick o�, Deep defense and Transition to attack.Within each of the modes the individual strategy determines the styles of playthe agent has for that mode, for example waiting before kicko� or crossing fromattack. Several di�erent \styles" of behavior can be de�ned for one mode, forexample a defensive style and an attacking style. Which particular style theplayer will have is determined in the team strategy editor. At a lower levelof abstraction the individual strategy de�nes aspects of a player such as itspreference for kicking with respect to dribbling, how long the player is willing tolose sight of the ball before searching for it and how keen a player is to attemptto intercept an opponent.The team strategy editor allows an enduser to quickly instantiate the tem-plates created in the individual strategy editor into a team con�guration. In the



strategy editor aspects such as where each player should be in each mode, thepositions to kick to and the directions to dribble as well as the style of play foreach of the players is speci�ed.The combination of the two strategy editors allows a great deal of exibility.During the World Cup our development team would watch log�les of prospectiveopponents and create specialized strategies for each team. A prime example wasthe opponent YowAI. It was realized that there were certain team tactics thatwould keep most of YowAI's team o�side most of the time. The tactics werequickly speci�ed in the team strategy editor without recourse to the individ-ual behavior editor. Using the newly created tactics and having players preferdribbling meant that HCIII had a large amount of ball possesion (bad staminamanagement meant that high ball possesion was not turned into a good score). Aless successful strategy was against CMUnited99. It was clear that CMUnited99were far better than HCIII and a loss was inevitable so a very aggressive strat-egy was employed in a (vain) attempt to be the �rst team to score against CMUin two years. Alas the aggressive strategy resulted only in making CMUnited'smargin of victory more pronounced.7 ConclusionThere are two teams planned for RoboCup2000 based on the HCIII. One of theteams will use the same team speci�cation system and a similar agent archi-tecture but port the agent runtime architecture to C++ (from Java). Portingthe agent code is aimed at improving the e�cency of the team. The other teamplanned for RoboCup2000 will also use the same team strategy editor but willuse a slightly di�erent, though still very reactive, agent architecture. The newagent architecture is aimed at providing facilities for more intelligent agent deci-sion making, in particular the ability to simultaneously attend to multiple highlevel goals.References1. Paul Scerri, Silvia Coradeschi, and Anders T�orne. A user oriented system for de-veloping behavior based agents. In Proceedings of RoboCup'98, Paris, 1998.2. Paul Scerri and Johan Ydr�en. RoboCup-99: Robot Soccer World Cup III, chapterEnd User Speci�cation of RoboCup Teams. Springer, 1999.


